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The Zeeman energy to be considered in NMR spectroscopy is small compared
to thermal energy, and it results in the poor sensitivity of NMR. We propose
here a new method to enhance NMR signals by phase whitening followed by
quantum Fourier transformation. This method will suggest that 14 spins NMR
quantum computer can enhance NMR signal by the factor of about 10 and
enhancement increases exponentially.
   NMR is most powerful spectroscopy in chemistry and biochemistry. The main
drawback of NMR spectroscopy is in its low sensitivity. The S/N ratio of the normal
traditional CAT method could be enhanced by the factor of )( NO  , where N refers to
the number of interactions. As it will be shown below, the Fourier transformation can
enhance S/N ratio efficient and significant manner.
   It is known that the white noise can be defined by the characteristic functional
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where ϕ  is a nuclear space, and let *ϕ  be it’s dual.1 The elements of *ϕ  are sample
paths of white noise )(tB
•
. Denoting functional differential w.r.t. white noise as t∂  which
is an annihilation operator and the dual *t∂  is creation operator. Then we can denote
white noise as
 )(tB
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In physics language, we have
 )(*)()( tatatW +=
Where a and *a  stand for annihilation and creation operators, respectively.
   Apparently white noise can do no business as it annihilates and creates
simultaneously, but it is not so here. Multiplication by white  nose  results  in the
phase change
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where ρ  is a functional of Brownian motion, and γ  is a random number in )1,0[ .
   Before, we describe our strategy, le us note tat Fourier transform maps white noise
into δ  function,
  .)(: δ→tWF
The key strategy is to phase whitening by the multiplication to spin and to employ QFT
(Quantum Fourier Transformation).
Obviously, we cannot obtain NMR signals by spin whose phase is white. Classical
circuits cannot make any business in it self because we can never pick up NMR signal
from phase-whitened state. In this sense, the normal FFT technique like NOE (Nuclear
Overhauser Effect) can be used in our case.
On the other hand QFT can ideally transform randomized quantum phase, into δ
function. However this relays on the ideal white noise case. For the sake of
materialization, we work, let us consider a practical case.
   As one spin acts as qubit which means that we can manipulates 2 bits, a simple
calculation indicates that 14 spins NMR quantum computer can enhances the
conventional NMR’s S/N ratio by the factor of about 10. Number of spins which will
able to contribute NMR signals:
Conventional NMR
Avogadro #→sample tube→Boltzman factor→solute
１０２３→１０２０→１０１４→１０１１
Phase Whitening QFT NMR:
      21４→10１２spins.
As the qubits increasers exponentially w.r.t the number of spins，which means S/N
ration increase  exponentially in the present scenario. It is tempting that Fourier
transformation transforms frequency domain signals into time domain signals, and .vise
versa.
But it should be noted that frequency signals are equivalent to phase modulated signals.
The quantum Fourier transform was invented by Shor２ in 1992 and was implemented
into NMR quantum computer３ and this algorithm play the main role in the present
study in enhancing NMR signals
Quantum Fourier transform operation is defined by
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This operation can be reduced to Hadammard transform,
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Our procedure is composed by target spin(s) to be enhanced and arithmetic spins which
carry QFT.
Our scheme is summarized as
1. apply 90°pulse to the target spins.
2. Gz-pulses for whitening of phase of target spins.
3.  entangle target spin with register.
4.  quantum Fourier transform.
5.  receiver coil and FFT.
The crucial point is that the only target spins enjoy phase whitening as the spins are in
transverse directions. It should be noted that FFT can not do the business as the receiver
coil cannot pick up any change polarization of target spins via controlling the
polarization of spin though dipole coupling and /or spin coupling. If apply the 90°
pulse, the polarization of spins will increase dramatically. This can be used spin labeling
for protein NMR spectroscopy without shortening transverse relaxation like electron
spin-cross polarization.
  The most useful application of our method will be to employ NOE(Nuclear
Overhauser Effect). The NOE can be used to determine chemical structures of
molecules４ and molecular mobility５. NOE is a most appreciated tool for
determinationof structures of proteins.
  Finally, let us emphasize that present proposal will be the first practical application of
a quantum information technology realizable experimentally.
  The detail will be appear in the forthcoming full paper.
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